
Women’s Aid Femicide Seminar, Margaret Martin, second contribution to the Women’s 

Aid Femicide Seminar 25th November 2016. 

 

Changing the conversation on Femicide and domestic violence: 

 

Domestic violence is deadly.  It kills women and it kills children too. 89 women were killed 

by a current or former intimate partner and 14 children were killed alongside their mothers.  

Femicide studies have shown escalating physical assault and recorded help-seeking by 

victims being present in at least two-thirds of domestic violence homicides reviewed.  They 

also showed that distinguished the remaining one third of cases studies was a history of 

extensive jealous surveillance and controlling behaviour. This is what Evan Stark termed 

‘coercive control’ and which was covered by legislation in the UK last year.  

Key risk factors in domestic homicide cases overlap with behaviours and tactics used by 

perpetrators of domestic violence including: 

  

 Risk Factors DV disclosures/Adams’ study 

 Physical abuse 

 Threats to kill 

 

Our Femicide Watch shows 

women are more likely to 

be stabbed 38% or strangled 

26% by intimate partners  

 

 

 

In 2015 WA National Freephone Helpline had over 3K 

disclosures of physical violence 

970 death threats,  

almost 600 disclosures of assaults with weapons, threats 

with weapons and being strangled and smothered.   

 

US research shows that investigations of femicides often 

find a history of threats backed up with prior acts of serious 

violence or attempts to kill the victim or others she turned 

to for help. 

 

 

Adams US study of 31 killers published in 2007 informed his 

view that death threats appeared to serve two functions a) 

top deter the victim from leaving or seeking custody of the 

children; and b) to embolden themselves.   He says murder 

was already on their mind long before they committed or 

tried to commit it and death threats were part of their 

repertoire of control. 

 

A chilling quote from his study: 

The idea that I could always kill her was just a comforting 

thing for me to say to myself.  

 



 

 Jealous/jealous 

surveillance/sexual 

jealousy 

 Controlling 

behaviour 

 Stalking and 

harassment 

 

 Sexual assault 

 

 

 

Our Femicide Watch shows 

sexual violenceor rape was 

reported in 22 cases 

 

Adams study showed that most common room in house for 

murder site was bedroom suggesting sexual violence his 

study also supported premeditation reporting that the 

murders were ‘neither random or spontaneous... Most 

victims had been subjected to rape and sexual humilitation. 

 

He writes that for most killers proprietary ownership was 

intertwined with jealous anger and concludes that all 

appeared to have had a history of possessively controlling 

their intimate partners 

 

 

In 2015 WA National Freephone Helpline had  

616 disclosures of sexual abuse and  

212 reports of rape  

 

Actual or potential 

separation/ending of the 

relationship 

 

Our Femicide Watch shows 

In 13 cases reports that 

victim was talking about or 

in the process of leaving the 

relationship 

 

 

 

 

Our 2015 stats show that 23% of women were abused by ex 

(husband/partner) having left the relationship but not the 

abuse. 

 

Many women have left their abusers without being killed or 

otherwise harmed but leaving is still a major risk for women 

living with most dangerous abusers.  Many women do not 

leave as the risk is too great.   

 

People sometimes say: If it were that bad, she would just 

leave.  This ignores that it can be extremely difficult to 

leave 

 

We need to change the conversation: 

Social isolation is a primary control tactic used by many 

abusers to destroy or weaken connections with family and 

friends and so reduce the network of  support helpful to 

women wanting to leave;  

In addition there is fear of unknown, potential poverty 

disruption for children;  

 

  

   



So far, this year, two women have been killed by their partners, Clodagh Hawe along with 

her three sons, Liam, Niall and Ryan; and Kitty Fitzgerald. Both were murder-suicide cases. 

The taking of a life is the most serious form of violence and the ultimate act of power and 

control. A big part of the shock was the status of Alan Hawe as an outwardly respected and 

trusted pillar of the community and mental health was seen as the most likely motivation 

for this brutal crime. where something is unknowable, people often hesitant to assume the 

worst about a person’s motivations but we need to continue to unpack our darkest secrets 

in Ireland.   Our Helpline experienced a dramatic increase in calls in the immediate 

aftermath of the murder of Clodagh Hawe and her boys. Our staff and volunteers on the 

24hr helpline were supporting who women afraid of their partners who had threatened to 

kill them, the kids or themselves. And their fears are founded on reality. This report shows 

that over half of women were killed by a current or former intimate partner. Women know 

the real danger they face. On 30th August Women’s Aid posted on Facebook the stark 

statistics of women murdered by a current or former partner. This changed the way the 

Cavan murders were being spoken about and resonated deeply with many women 

distressed by the crimes themselves and the sympathetic media narrative towards Alan 

Hawe. There were over 3000 reactions, shares and comments to this one post including 

family members and friends remembering women they loved murdered; their pain still as 

raw as when it happened. 

 


